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Turning command-line tools 
into PowerShell tools
 Jeffery Hicks

As terrific as PowerShell is as an automation engine and management tool, and
despite the new cmdlets that shipped with Windows 8 and Windows Server 2012,
there are still times when a command-line (CLI) tool gets the job done. Perhaps
there isn’t a cmdlet replacement yet, or the CLI tool is easy to run. Or perhaps you
have some legacy batch files that you need to use. The downside is that although
you can run these tools in PowerShell, you’re limited with regard to what you can
do with them because CLI tools write text and PowerShell is all about objects.

 In this chapter I’ll show you how to turn output from CLI tools into something
you can work with in a PowerShell pipeline. Ultimately, I think you’ll want to create
your own PowerShell functions that wrap around a legacy command yet still write
objects to the pipeline.

Requirements
Unfortunately, not every command-line tool lends itself to a PowerShell conver-
sion. The tips and techniques I’ll show you rely on a few key requirements. If the
tool you want to use doesn’t fit into the following categories you’ll have a hard time
transforming the results to a PowerShell-friendly format:

■ The CLI tool must write text using standard out (StdOut). One easy way to test
this is to run your command and redirect it to a file: netstat > e:\temp\
netstat.txt. If you can’t do this, the command isn’t a good candidate.

■ The CLI tool should produce formatted or predictable output. The more structured
the output, the easier the transition to PowerShell.

■ The CLI tool should run without any user interaction. By that I mean you should
be able to run the tool with any necessary parameters, press Enter, and get
results. If the command requires user interaction such as answering a
prompt, it isn’t a good candidate.

17
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■ You must be able to run the CLI tool in PowerShell. It should go without saying, but
the whole point is to run the command in PowerShell and then use the results
in the pipeline. If the command you want to run has some sort of odd syntax
that makes it difficult to execute from a PowerShell prompt, it will be that much
harder to transform.

Most Microsoft command-line utilities that I’m aware of should fall into these catego-
ries and meet the requirements. But there might be a third-party command-line tool
you use that is a little odd. I’m not saying it’s impossible to “PowerShell-ize” the out-
put; it just might be a little more difficult. 

 Table 1 shows a number of common Microsoft command-line tools you may want
to turn into PowerShell tools.

Conversion techniques
Let me state up front that there is no universal technique for transforming the results
of a CLI tool into something PowerShell can use. Depending on the tool you may
need to combine these techniques:

■ Using PowerShell data formats
■ Parsing text output

I also think you’ll find it easier to transform a command-line tool into PowerShell
using a script or function. Although it’s possible to execute many of the examples in
this chapter directly in the console, trust me: a script will be much easier because
you’ll rarely accomplish the conversion with a one-line technique.

Looking for PowerShell data formats

The first technique is an easy one. Look at the command help, and see if the output
can be formatted into something that PowerShell already knows how to use, such as
CSV or XML. For example, if you look at help for driverquery.exe, as shown in figure 1,
there are options to format the results to a CSV format.

 This is a useful command-line option because PowerShell already knows how to
turn CSV data into objects. In fact, with a single PowerShell expression, you can take
the CSV output from driverquery and turn it into PowerShell:

Table 1 Potential PowerShell CLI tools

ipconfig driverquery schtasks

tasklist arp netstat

nbtstat dnscmd klist

net [user| localgroup] qprocess whoami

quser getmac ftype
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PS C:\> driverquery /fo csv | convertfrom-csv

Module Name   Display Name             Driver Type   Link Date
-----------   ------------             -----------   ---------
1394ohci      1394 OHCI Compliant H... Kernel        11/20/2010 5:44:56 AM
ACPI          Microsoft ACPI Driver    Kernel        11/20/2010 4:19:16 AM
AcpiPmi       ACPI Power Meter Driver  Kernel        11/20/2010 4:30:42 AM
adp94xx       adp94xx                  Kernel        12/5/2008 6:54:42 PM
adpahci       adpahci                  Kernel        5/1/2007 1:30:09 PM
adpu320       adpu320                  Kernel        2/27/2007 7:04:15 PM
AFD           Ancillary Function Dr... Kernel        12/27/2011 10:59:20 PM
...

Once the data has been converted you have objects that you can work with, which
means you can do whatever you want with the results. Here are some more examples:

PS C:\> driverquery /fo csv | convertfrom-csv | 
  ➥ Group 'Driver Type' –NoElement

Count Name
----- ----
  279 Kernel
   29 File System

PS C:\> driverquery /fo csv | convertfrom-csv | 
  ➥ where {$_."Driver Type" -match "File System"} | sort Displayname

Figure 1 DriverQuery.exe help with the format option for CSV
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Module Name    Display Name             Driver Type    Link Date
-----------    ------------             -----------    ---------
Npfs           Npfs                     File System    7/13/2009 7:19:48 PM
Ntfs           Ntfs                     File System    3/10/2011 10:39:3...
rdbss          Redirected Buffering ... File System    11/20/2010 4:27:5...
NetBIOS        NetBIOS Interface        File System    7/13/2009 8:09:26 PM
...

If all you need is basic PowerShell like I’ve shown here, this should suffice. But there
are some potential drawbacks. 

 First, the property names are taken from the CLI output and might contain spaces.
Thus you’ll end up with properties like Module Name and Driver Type. If all you want is
pretty output this probably doesn’t matter. But when you want to do something with a
property you have to remember to enclose it in quotes, as I had to with "Driver Type". 

 Second, all properties are treated as strings. Again, depending on the CLI tool, that
may not matter. But in my example, if you want to filter or sort on 'Link Date' you
won’t get the results you expect—at least, not without a little extra work.

 Finally, sometimes the property value includes more than meets the eye. Did you
notice in the second example, in which I filtered on the driver type for "File System",
that I used –match and not –eq? That’s because the actual value has a trailing space
that’s introduced somewhere in the conversion. It isn’t apparent at first glance, until
you try to use –eq and wonder why nothing is written to the pipeline. So I used
-match, which is more forgiving.

 One way to get around the property-name issue is to specify an alternate header in
the CSV file:

PS C:\> $h="ModuleName","DisplayName","DriverType","LinkDate"
PS C:\> driverquery /fo csv | select -Skip 1 | convertfrom-csv -Header $h

I skipped the first line of the CSV output and told ConvertFrom-CSV to use my alter-
nate header. Now my property names are easier to work with. 

 Handling the property type isn’t too difficult, depending on what you need to do.
For one-time formatting you might be able to use a cmdlet:

PS C:\> driverquery /fo csv | select -Skip 1 | convertfrom-csv -Header $h | 
  ➥ where {$_.Drivertype -match "file"} | 
  ➥ sort @{Expression={$_.LinkDate -as [datetime]}}

Here I took my converted data and sorted on a hash table that returned the LinkDate
property as a datetime object. This gets trickier if you want to persist data in this for-
mat. Doing so takes a few extra steps, but it can also help with those odd spaces that
might crop up in property values. The code in the following listing summarizes every-
thing I just demonstrated.

#requires -version 3.0

$hash=[ordered]@{                       
ModuleName=[string]

Listing 1 Converting CLI CSV output to PowerShell

Create an ordered hash table 
with property names and types
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DisplayName=[string]
DriverType=[string]
LinkDate=[datetime]
}

$data=driverquery /fo csv | select -Skip 1 | 
   convertfrom-csv -Header $($hash.keys)           

for ($i=0;$i -lt $data.count;$i++) {              
  foreach ($property in $hash.keys) {
    #update each property with a trimmed version
    $data[$i].$property=$data[$i].$property.Trim() -as $hash.$property  
  }
}
#write the data to the pipeline
$data

This technique requires you to know in advance what your output will be and what
object types you want to define. You build a hash table with the new property names
and assign a type as the corresponding value for each key. Fortunately, PowerShell 3.0
offers ordered hash tables, which make this much easier. You use the hash-table keys
for your new header, saving all the results to a variable.

 In order to clean up $data you have to go through every object and reassign a new
value. The new value is the old value trimmed of any trailing or leading spaces and
then cast back as the appropriate type. 

 The end result is that $data now has trimmed and properly typed objects. This
means you can use $data in the pipeline like any other cmdlet output:

$data | where DriverType -eq "File System" | sort LinkDate | 
  ➥ select -first 5

As you can imagine, this technique is much easier to work with in a script.

Parsing text output

If the CLI tool doesn’t offer a PowerShell-ready format like CSV you have to parse the
output. This is where it’s very important that the output is ordered and predictable.
There are a number of techniques I think you’ll find yourself turning to:

■ Use Select-Object to skip X number of lines. Often a CLI command includes
headers you don’t really care about.

■ Use Select-String to select command output lines that you want to transform
into PowerShell.

■ Use the Split() method or operator to break up lines in array. This works well
when the command output is structured and predictable.

■ Use the Trim() method to clean up values. Leading or trailing spaces can lead
to unpredictable results.

■ Use regular expressions to either identify the data you want to parse or perhaps
identify what property type you want to eventually use. You might use regular

Define a header from 
the hash-table keys

Loop through 
each object

Get each property, trim any spaces,
and cast it to the appropriate type
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expressions on an entire line of output or on individual array elements if you’ve
split up the line.

Let’s demonstrate some of these techniques. I’m going to take the output of NBTSTAT
/N and turn it into a PowerShell object. I’ll work through the process interactively
so you can follow along; eventually I could take the steps and turn them into an
advanced function. 

 Here’s the original output:

PS C:\> nbtstat /n

Local Area Connection:
Node IpAddress: [10.23.36.71] Scope Id: []

                NetBIOS Local Name Table

       Name               Type         Status
    ---------------------------------------------
    QUARK          <20>  UNIQUE      Registered
    QUARK          <00>  UNIQUE      Registered
    JDHITSOLUTIONS <00>  GROUP       Registered

Wireless Network Connection:
Node IpAddress: [0.0.0.0] Scope Id: []

What matters in this case is the table of registered names. It looks like a good candi-
date for a PowerShell object. I already see names I can use for property names, like
Name, Type, and Status. So first I’ll get the lines of interest:

PS C:\> $data=nbtstat /n | Select-String "<"
PS C:\> $data

    QUARK          <20>  UNIQUE      Registered
    QUARK          <00>  UNIQUE      Registered
    JDHITSOLUTIONS <00>  GROUP       Registered

I use Select-String to filter and save the results to $data. Next, I’ll split each line
into an array. The tricky part is that because I used Select-String, each line is a
MatchInfo object, not a string, so I need to use the Line property. I’ll also trim off
spaces while I’m at it:

PS C:\> $lines=$data | foreach { $_.Line.Trim()}
PS C:\> $lines
QUARK          <20>  UNIQUE      Registered
QUARK          <00>  UNIQUE      Registered
JDHITSOLUTIONS <00>  GROUP       Registered

Next I need to split each line on the spaces between words into another array using
the –Split operator and a regular-expression pattern for a whitespace. Because the
order is predictable I know what each array element will be, so I can use them to cre-
ate a new object:

PS C:\> $lines | foreach { $temp=$_ -split "\s+"
>> New-Object -TypeName PSObject -Property @{
>> Name=$temp[0]
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>> NbtCode=$temp[1]
>> Type=$temp[2]
>> Status=$temp[3]
>> }
>> }
Name                      NbtCode               Type            Status
----                      -------               ----            ------
QUARK                     <20>                  UNIQUE          Registered
QUARK                     <00>                  UNIQUE          Registered
JDHITSOLUTIONS            <00>                  GROUP           Registered

There are potential issues with the techniques I just used. If any property value con-
tained a space I would have had to figure out some other splitting technique. Or if
there was a line that had no space between values I would have needed some other
splitting technique.

TIP I strongly recommend defining property names without spaces or special
characters like commas and apostrophes. You may need to use the
Replace() method to strip them out. While you’re at it, my other best
practice recommendation is to trim strings. Also note that if your output
has values that you might want to sort on or perhaps measure in some
way, it’s important that you attempt to cast the text value into the appro-
priate object type. 

Handling CLI errors

Handling errors from your CLI tool and turning them into PowerShell is something
you’ll have to handle on a case-by-case basis. Assuming you’re building a PowerShell
script or function to wrap around your CLI tool, you’ll need to include some logic to
validate data. For example, let’s say you’re writing a PowerShell function to wrap
around the NET USER command. When there’s no error you can use the techniques
I’ve shown you to parse the output into a PowerShell object. But what if someone tries
to get an invalid user?

 I would probably do something like this:

$data=net user $username 2>$env:temp\err.txt
If ($data) {
   #add your code to process the data
}
Else {
  #add your code to parse the err.txt file to display and handle the error.
}

Or you can use a Try/Catch block. Because the CLI tool isn’t a cmdlet it can’t throw a
terminating exception. But you can set the error action preference in the Try script-
block to handle that for you:

Try {
  $ErrorActionPreference="stop"
  $data=net user $username
}
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Catch {
  Write-Warning "Failed to find $username. $($_.Exception.Message)"
}

if ($data) {
  Write-Verbose "Processing $username"
  #code to parse $data
}

A practical example
Let’s look at one more practical example. I want to take the output of ipconfig
/displaydns and turn it into PowerShell output. There’s some potentially useful
information here that would be easier to work with if I had PowerShell objects.

 First, what type of output do I get?

PS C:\> ipconfig /displaydns

Windows IP Configuration

    ntp0.cornell.edu
    ----------------------------------------
    Record Name . . . . . : ntp0.cornell.edu
    Record Type . . . . . : 5
    Time To Live  . . . . : 80983
    Data Length . . . . . : 8
    Section . . . . . . . : Answer
    CNAME Record  . . . . : dns3.cit.cornell.edu

    coredc01.jdhlab.local
    ----------------------------------------
    Record Name . . . . . : COREDC01.jdhlab.local
    Record Type . . . . . : 1
    Time To Live  . . . . : 3583
    Data Length . . . . . : 4
    Section . . . . . . . : Answer
    A (Host) Record . . . : 172.16.10.190

    manning.com
    ----------------------------------------
    Record Name . . . . . : manning.com
    Record Type . . . . . : 1
    Time To Live  . . . . : 399
    Data Length . . . . . : 4
    Section . . . . . . . : Answer
    A (Host) Record . . . : 68.180.151.75

    manning.com
    ----------------------------------------
    Record Name . . . . . : manning.com
    Record Type . . . . . : 2
    Time To Live  . . . . : 85593
    Data Length . . . . . : 8
    Section . . . . . . . : Answer
    NS Record   . . . . . : yns2.yahoo.com

    Record Name . . . . . : manning.com
    Record Type . . . . . : 2
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    Time To Live  . . . . : 85593
    Data Length . . . . . : 8
    Section . . . . . . . : Answer
    NS Record   . . . . . : yns1.yahoo.com
...

I could create objects that would include all these properties, but I’ve decided all I
really need is the record name and the PTR or A record—essentially, anything that has
record in the name. After some initial testing I realize I need to select lines that have
the word Record followed by a space:

PS C:\> $data=ipconfig /displaydns | select-string "Record "

This should give me three lines of data for each record:

PS C:\> $data[0..2]

    Record Name . . . . . : JDHIT-DC01.jdhitsolutions.local
    Record Type . . . . . : 1
    A (Host) Record . . . : 172.16.10.1

The challenge is to go through $data and group by threes. A For loop will work as
long as I increase my counter by three every time instead of the usual one. Assuming I
don’t get any odd entries, this command should verify that the every third record is a
record name:

PS C:\> for ($i=0;$i -lt $data.count;$i+=3) {$data[$i]}

    Record Name . . . . . : JDHIT-DC01.jdhitsolutions.local
    Record Name . . . . . : ntp0.cornell.edu
    Record Name . . . . . : JDH-NVNAS.jdhitsolutions.local
    Record Name . . . . . : COREDC01.jdhlab.local
    Record Name . . . . . : manning.com
    Record Name . . . . . : manning.com
    Record Name . . . . . : manning.com
    Record Name . . . . . : yns2.yahoo.com
    Record Name . . . . . : yns1.yahoo.com
    Record Name . . . . . : incsrc.manningpublications.com
    Record Name . . . . . : powershell.com

Good. Because I know what the order will be I can build an ordered hash table (which
is a new PowerShell v3 feature) for each group of record data and then use those hash
tables as properties for New-Object. In v3 I could also use [pscustomobject] instead
of New-Object:

for ($i=0;$i -lt $data.count;$i+=3) {

    $hash= [ordered]@{
      Name=$data[$i].toString().Split(":")[1].Trim()
      Type=($data[$i+1].toString().Split(":")[1].Trim()) -as [int]
      Value=$data[$i+2].toString().Split(":")[1].Trim()
    }

    New-Object -TypeName PSobject -Property $hash

}
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Each item is a MatchInfo object that I need to convert to a string. Each string is then
split into an array on the colon. The property value will be the second item in the
array, so I trim it up. I know I want the type to be an [int] so I cast it accordingly. Fig-
ure 2 depicts the results.

 Now that I have rough PowerShell code that works, I can go ahead and build an
advanced function to turn this into a PowerShell tool, as shown in the next listing. My
function requires PowerShell v3 because I’m using an ordered hash table. If you
remove the [ordered] attribute it should work in PowerShell v2.

#requires -version 3.0

Function Get-IPConfigDNS {

[cmdletbinding()]
Param()

Write-Verbose "Getting DNS cache information"
$data=ipconfig /displaydns | select-string "Record "

Write-Verbose ("Retrieved {0} entries" -f $data.count)
Write-Verbose ("There should be {0} dns records" -f ($data.count/3))

for ($i=0;$i -lt $data.count;$i+=3) {
    Write-Verbose $data[$i]

Listing 2 Get-IPConfigDNS

Figure 2 Converting a group of lines into PowerShell objects
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    $hash=[ordered]@{
      Name=$data[$i].toString().Split(":")[1].Trim()
      Type=($data[$i+1].toString().Split(":")[1].Trim()) -as [int]
      Value=$data[$i+2].toString().Split(":")[1].Trim()
    }

    New-Object -TypeName PSobject -Property $hash
} 
Write-Verbose "Finished parsing DNS cache data"
} 

I didn’t worry about error handling because the ipconfig command should always
return data. The end result is that I have a tool I can reuse in a PowerShell expression.
Figure 3 shows my function in action. There isn’t a PowerShell command to handle
the local DNS cache, so I wrote my own!

Summary
As I hope you’ve seen, it isn’t necessarily difficult to transform a CLI tool into a
PowerShell-based tool. The easiest approach is to use a CLI tool that writes results in
a PowerShell-friendly format like CSV. Barring that, look for a tool that writes a pre-
dictable and structured format so that you can parse the results into objects. In any
event, always look at help for the command you want to convert.

Figure 3 A CL- to-PowerShell tool in action
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 Once you’ve mastered the techniques I’ve demonstrated here you might want to take
your PowerShell tools further by incorporating custom formatting or type extensions. Or
you could incorporate similar command-line tools into a module. But most important,
I hope you’ll share your work with the PowerShell community.
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